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EDITOR’S LETTER

“It was all a dream,
I used to read
Word Up magazine”
- Notorious BIG's opening line from 'Juicy'

What’s the Word good people?
What you are reading is the inaugural issue of an
eZine that exposes talent from both South Africa
and abroad. The ones who operate, not necessarily
underground but beneath the radar.
I've always believed that the Cape is a hotbed of
talented artists, most of whom don't have access
to the resources and publicity that would allow
them to elivate from obscurity. For some reason
they are being overlooked.

Big Dré

Thirty-something Hip-hop DJ, ex-radio show host, part-time music
writer (and self professed music geek)
If you or anyone else you may know is talented, spread the
magazine and the word. We welcome all submissions (photos,
graffiti, design, fine art, tattoo art, music for reviews, etc.)
Please help us make it easier to expose your art. Send all submissions
and info on upcoming events to:
wordup.ezine@gmail.com
Sign up for the eZine by typing 'subscribe' in the subject line and
emailing it to wordup.ezine@gmail.com
Submissions:
Artwork – high resolution PDFs or medium to high resolution
(150 to 300 dpi) RGB Jpegs.
Articles – 300 to 500 words in a Microsoft Word document.

The question though is, how do you expose your
talent when you don't have money to buy ad
space or pay for a feature in established magazines?
Answer: You find ways to do your own thing!
This will require you to put your money where
your mouth is. In our case we started our own
magazine: Word Up eZine. This first issue has
taken lots of blood, sweat and tears, mostly
due to the fact that we had to produce it under
our own steam. Not that we didn't ask for
assistance, but you know how it goes when there's
no cheddar involved.

We hope that you will assist us in promoting
your varied talents so don't be shy to submit your
work. We welcome all contributions (music,
photographs, paintings, graphic art, poetry and
articles) to the various categories. We're also
creating a classified section where you can make
readers aware of your business/service/skill.
So yes, the editor of this here online free-zine
doesn't get paid. The same goes for everyone
else who contributed to this historic first issue.
We don't have sponsors or advertising but we
are working toward changing that. For now,
what we do have is a belief in our talent and
loads of passion to promote various forms of
artistic expression and the people who practise it.
Showcase your skill and if you enjoy reading
this, please share this with your friends.
It's no longer just a dream. Thank you for your
support and submissions, let's see where this
can go!

Onward and upward!

The views expressed in Word Up eZine are those of the respective contributors and not necessarily shared by the eZine and its staff.
Word Up eZine welcomes new contributions, but assumes no responsibility for unsolicited manuscripts, photographs, illustrations, etc.
Word Up eZine is produced by Word Up Productions CC.
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Gavin Bloys is a skilled art director and graphic designer and
has 9 years agency experience in South Africa and abroad. This
motivated individual, below-the-line specialist and international
award winning creative shares more about himself with us:
What's the story with the sneakers, why did you
choose to illustrate sneakers?
Sneakers have a close history with Hip-hop in general from MC's
to B-boying. I like the different textures, materials and reflective
surfaces on sneakers, especially the colours and designs. Also,
they've evolved into collector's items over the years with limited
edition pairs being launched by various brands.
How did you get into graphic design and photography?
I was introduced to graffiti around '88-'89, when I started clubbing

at the BASE [historical Hip-hop venue]. Hip-hop was a growing
movement in Cape Town and graffiti was one of its elements.
It was lettering, choice of colour and the idea of putting up pieces
that influenced me to do graffiti. Later I studied graphic design
and art direction and went on to work in advertising. Photography
was also part of the syllabus and it was an amazing medium to
document Hip-hop.
What’s your favourite anime movie/series?
Robotech (called Macross in Japan)
Your favourite movie for 2009?
District 9 directed by Neill Blomkamp
Crows Zero directed by Takashi Miike not too sure if this came out
in 2009 but I watched it last year.

Your favourite food?
Chicken tikka masala
Japanese beef teriyaki
Your favourite movie?
This is a difficult one, I've got a few:
Hardboiled (John woo)
Old boy (Park Chan-Wook)
Chungking Express (Wong Kar-Wai)
Your favourite sneaker brand?
Puma, for their creative flair.
Where can we see more of your work?
http://rgbe.blogspot.com
twitter.com/gavinbloys
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What is your real name?
I always use my nickname... I wanna be a
mysterious artist... :) all my friends call me
Dennis Ridiculous so you can call me Dennis
Ridiculous and I'm sorry I can't tell you my
real name... I've hidden it...

dennis
ridiculous

Who is the character that you draw in
the font?
His name is BICLO... it's a combination of the
words: BIg and CycLOp.. lol...

How old are you?
I'm 21 years old now.

Why does the character have an eye
for a face?
I don't know why... I just draw what comes to
mind... and I got that character... :)

What country are you from?
I'm from Indonesia, Bogor utara Tanah Baru
West Java.

Tell us about him/her?
It is male... but he's an alien... so he can change
the gender like an amoeba... hehe.

What kind of music, videos, books,
manga or anime are you interested in?
I like a lot of music like: melodic, metal, hardcore,
punk, alternative, etc. I also like skate videos
and read some design magazines and comics.

When did you start to draw this
character and why?
I started this character when I was at Junior
high school and I refined it so much, but only
finalized the character when I graduated from
high school.

Why did you use the name Ridiculous
Arts?
Because I like the word 'Ridiculous', so I used
ridiculous as my nickname and for my art... :)

Why did you put it on dafont.com where
everyone can download it for free?
Because I want to introduce my character to
the world... so everybody will know about BICLO!

How long have you been designing?
It's been 5 years... from 2005, I learned the
basics of design from my friends.
Where did you study/are you still
studying?
I have graduated from high school in Bogor
West Java and until now I've been learning
techniques from tutorials on the internet
at Otodidak. (Indonesia Cyber Community of
Computer and Graphic Design) I'm learning
more about design because I want to become
an expert... and like a famous and great artist!..
because I like ART very much!.. :)

View more Ridiculous arts at:
http://ridiculousarts.deviantart.com/
www.facebook.com/RidiculousArts
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FEATURE

For those who don’t know you, can you
introduce yourself and tell them something
about your career so far?
Hi, my name is Perspektif, an MC from a small
place in the Northern Suburbs called Northpine.
Been a professional artist and producer in
the music industry since 2002/03 but before that
I was honing my skill wherever I could. Been
writing and rhyming since about 1999/2000, fell
in love with Hip-hop in '94. My 1st crew was
called 'Stems' but it didn't last long as we were
just friends that got together and rhymed but
didn’t have a plan of action where progress was
concerned. 2003 saw me help form the fusion
band known as 'Supadan'. The band existed from
2003 to 2006 and experienced some success
or fame, whatever you deem to call it, with our
1st single, 'Take A Walk With Me' reaching the
#1 spot on Good Hope FM's top 30 in 2004
and 11th biggest song for the year on the same
radio station, 2 years running, 2004 and 2005.
I was also privileged to work on an overseas
collaboration with Swiss artists in the form
of the Rogue State Alliance compilations,
volumes 1 and 2. After Supadan disbanded
I went solo and started my own label, Get It Out
Entertainment and co-founded a production
company, Just Write Productions, with fellow
producer Delay. Now here we are with the
release of my 1st mixtape and an album in
the pipeline.
What’s the title of the mixtape and tell us
why you named it that way.
It's titled 'The Views & Insights Mixtape Vol.1:
mixed by DJ Madfingaz'. With my stage alias
being Perspektif it was only natural to name it as
such. People always ask me what it is that inspires
me or where I get the basis for my material.
I tell them that it's my perspective and views
that I derived from my insight into life.

What can people expect in terms of style?
Well firstly people can expect honesty and
vulnerability as well as a lot of storytelling. Some
battle rhymes as well but that's not what I'm
known for so I didn't give too much of that. I don't
like to be labeled but I do think that it is a very
conscious mixtape. I would say that in a sense of
style or flavour it's conscious Hip-hop with that
street sound but all in all from my rhymes to the
beats, it's real.
Do you feature any other artists on it?
Who are you working with for beats?
I unfortunately only feature one artist, besides
DJ Madfingaz, who does the mixing and laid down
the cutz. I was honoured to feature EJ von Lyrik's
soothing voice on the bonus track, 'Silence' and
she just took the track to another level. Myself and
Delay are on the boards representing Just Write
Productions. Delay does the bulk of the producing,
allowing me to concentrate more on the rhymes.

“...people can expect honesty
and vulnerability...”
Explain the process of completing the
mixtape.
Well it was a long winded process that should
have been over and done with a long time ago
but distribution, or should I say the lack of
distribution, kept the product from getting out
sooner. The mixtape consists of old (solo, Supadan
and RSA collaboration verses) and new songs over
totally new beats so I just sat down with Delay,
went through his extensive beat archive and took
beats that we felt had a mixtape sound but also
complemented my rhyme style. I first laced the
older tracks and then went about writing new
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I do see is exactly what I just commented on, plus
material for the remaining beats. We were trying
there's a lot of music that just sounds like a rehash
to capture where I started from and where I'm
of what's going on States side. But on the up, there
heading as a poetic lyricist. This mixtape and
are many under the radar in all genres that are
volume 2 will be a foretaste of what the album, due
putting out a good product,
out in March 2010, will
working hard while staying
sound like. I was fortunate
grounded and giving the
to have exceptional people
“To tell you the truth,
perspective (excuse the
surrounding me, in the form
pun) of SA.
of Alain Clarke (of House
I still found it difficult
of Clarke), who did the
to concentrate on the
What about artists
design. Ebrahim Mullum (of
you listened to? Who
Mr. Mullum Productions),
music even when I had
inspired you to get
lent his magnificent 'ears'
a manager...”
involved in the scene?
to the mix and mastering
I listen to a range of music
stages, not forgetting the
but in terms of Hip-hop,
one and only DJ Madfingaz,
acts like POC, Black Noise, Eric B & Rakim, KRS-1,
whom I am grateful to for blending the tracks so
Public Enemy, ATCQ, Wu-Tang, Mos Def, Common,
effortlessly. I left the track selection to him and he
Talib Kweli, MC Lyte, The Fugees, the list goes on
did not disappoint! Once the product was mastered
and on, they all inspired me to get involved in what
it went off to be manufactured. That's the process
has become my life.
in a nutshell.
You are one of the few Hip-hop artists in
Cape-Town who has a manager. Do you find
it easier to just concentrate on your music
now, or is it a case where you still have to
pay attention to the paperwork?
Well Unfortunately I no longer have a manager.
I'm back to managing myself and again I have to
ration my time between the music and the
business. To tell you the truth, I still found it difficult
to concentrate on the music even when I had a
manager because I was doing most of the running
around. We had to part ways because of it. I am
still interested in finding a manager who can cater
to my needs otherwise I am happy to do it myself.
What do you think of the music industry
in Cape Town and the rest of SA?
The music industry in Cape Town is interesting,
complex and immature all at the same time. Maybe
I'm just talking from a Hip-hop point of view but
Cape Town artists need to collaborate more often,
and across genres. There are also too many up
coming artists who have developed this false sense
of swagger, when they haven't done anything
substantial in the scene and now they are Mr knowit-all. All I'm saying is first get your foundation on
lock before you wanna serve everyone a bowl of
your stupidity...oh did I just say that out loud LOL.
I can't really comment on the rest of SA but what

You recently performed together with
other ex-members of Supadan, any chance
of collaborations or another
Supadan release in the future?
Well I can't comment on that. No mention has been
made of the band getting back together or releasing
any material. Certain individuals including myself
have gone solo so I think we first want to concentrate
on that before making any decisions about Supadan.
Okay you’ve probably been asked this
question a few times. Is Hip-hop dead?
What do you think of the direction its
going into?
Hip-hop will never die, as long as we are alive and
breathing it can never die. So long as we are
practising the art, the elements then it cannot die.
People keep on just looking at what's happening
in the mainstream but Hip-hop is perfectly well
on the underground scene. Yes there was more to
choose from not too long ago but now it has
slimmed down, that just means that we need to
bumrush the mainstream again. I'm not totally
happy with the direction it's going in but who am
I to tell a whole movement and culture what's right
and wrong, I'll leave that to the culture. I see the
culture as a gardener. He/She will weed out all
the negativity/non Hip-hop ish and we will once
again have a pure artform.

“...first
get your
foundation on
lock before
you wanna
serve
everyone a
bowl of your
stupidity...”

Where can people get a hold of the mixtape?
It's available from me at gigs or whenever you bump into
me for R100. The following stores are stocking it as well:
Mabu Vinyl - 2 Rheede Centre, Rheede Street, Gardens,
Cape Town, 021 423 7635
The African Music Store - 134 Long Street,
Cape Town, 021 426 0857
The Pan African Market - 76 Long Street,
Cape Town, 021 426 4478
Shelflife - 119 Loop Street, Cape Town,
021 422 3931
Naughty Gnomes Thingies - 45 Shortmarket Street,
Cape Town, 021 424 4011
Hip Hop Connexion - Shop 21a, Goodwood Mall, Cnr
MacDonald & Voortrekker Road Goodwood, Cape Town,
021 591 2591
or hit me up for a copy at: emcee.perspektif@gmail.com
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FINE ART
left: 'Temple Of Begotten Serenity In Demize' was part of my second:
'Liquid Swords; Slices of Le[m]on', which was moving away from Hip-hop
and more towards the dark symbolism of life. No particular concept in that
one, it was more about the feeling that I hoped to convey...

right: Creative Destruction was for a custom competition held in 2008 in which
I won second place. The idea was just to use my general attitude of a creative
attack or 'destruction', as part of creation... The Hindi figure is Shiva, known as
the destructive aspect of 'god'. (benevolent though) Depicted in his dance.

Leon Botha is a young, up-and-coming
artist specialising in painting.
After completing a course on painting in 2002 with
highest honours at the Tygerberg Art Centre, he
started painting full-time in 2003. Leon developed
his own style and approach while working on
a wide range of commissioned work and started
to work towards having a solo exhibition.
The exhibition entitled 'Liquid Swords; Slices Of
Lemon' featured a very diverse selection of high
quality art work, often conceptual with a spiritual
connection. He is confident that his works of art
will inspire viewers through a style and content of
work that hasn't been seen before.

The approach is that of a visual attack. He is
a viciously diligent and prolifically diverse artist
who strives towards the ideal that art is ultimately
a language, a way to speak to people and inspire,
to penetrate the viewer and move them, by an
inward experience.
Since his first solo exhibition in January 2007,
he has been interviewed on television, radio,
magazine and newspapers. Since publishing his
work on the internet, he has even drawn global
response and interests.
Work from his 2007 exhibition entitled: 'Liquid
Swords; I am HipHop' and other commissioned
work is viewable online at:
www.flickr.com/photos/solorize-liquidswords/
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Deejay'ing-Turntablism (left) and The B-boy Movement 2 (above), were done for my first solo exhibition
held at the beginning of 2007, called 'Liquid Swords; I AM HipHop'
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Koekenaap band

The Art of

GaryFrier
“I find inspiration in many forms of media. Creating art for me is
about constantly reflecting on my place in the world, discovering
how to distill and interpret my interaction with what surrounds
me and documenting that personal relationship.”

Groen en blou

The featured spray paint stencil work is from Gary’s Koekennaap series and can be viewed at www.friersart.co.za
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Band aan die brand

Kam musikant

Groot Oom boy

Groen en rooi guitar
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“...the independent artist with the creative idea gets overlooked or outsmarted
simply because they do not understand the nature of the beast.”

inside
job
by Monisha Schoeman

I was a part of the Artscape Theatre's
Internship Programme from May 2008
until February 2009. My placing was at
the Artscape Resource Centre and in
the months to follow I would learn how
Artscape assists various artists from all
backgrounds in enhancing their careers
through providing information and a physical
infrastructure to access this information.
I was to observe how the administrative aspect
of the Arts, particularly at Artscape, is vital to
the management of one's career.
In the first few weeks of the internship I was
overwhelmed by the amount of information moving
between PC's, desks and departments; that every
aspect of a project, no matter how small or seemingly
insignificant, had a department dedicated to it's
procedural need. An intricate, efficient network was
revealed to me each day, illuminating the professionalism
and success of the institution; because although it
houses creativity, it is run like a business.
One of the hardest things for me, as a creative, was to
adjust my mind to the linear thinking of arts administration.
One has to be incredibly detailed and logical in thinking
and execution, not to mention the logistical factors one
always has to anticipate. Strategic action and clear, meticulous
communication of the most minor detail is imperative!
I was learning the language of contracts, negotiation, and
dealing with all types of clients; from independents with colourful
ideas to established companies with black female figureheads
(for the New South African passive imagination), with old apartheid
guilt-money fronting productions to back their hidden agendas.

This means that, more often than not, the independent artist with
the creative idea gets overlooked or outsmarted simply because
they do not understand the nature of the beast.
Being in this environment as an intern taught me a lot about
how to manage my own music career in terms of attaining
payment for performance, the importance of contracts as
apposed to verbal agreements, and how important efficient
communication is. Finding work as an independent means
staying current, aligning oneself with the vision of corporates/
clients and delivering quality work. You, as the artist, have
the direct channel to the person on the street, and to make
the connection you have to be able to walk the talk of the
go-between. That's how the freelancer moves.
Another very vital aspect of the internship is that of being
exposed to entrepreneurs who are introducing their
concepts to the stage. This is not an easy aspect of
theatre, but it is very necessary. The project management
phase is one of finite intricacy and it allows ones
concept to be transformed into a fully-fledged
production/festival/showcase. There is a lack of
representation within the arts when it comes to
independent and original work being exhibited and
so to learn the ropes of producing ones own idea
for all to see is an accomplishment. I've come to
understand that we need more support for our
own, from our own. So Infiltrate!
Check out the following links for some
general info:
www.pansa.org.za
www.artscaperesourcecentre.co.za
www.siyasanga.org.za
www.artscape.co.za
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GRAFFITI

Book pieces: Graffiti sketches/Black book work
A graffiti black book is just that, a book a graffiti writer keeps. It is full of sketches (outlines) - drawings of tags and pieces. These prized possessions may contain a mixture of his/her
own work, and include work of their friends and fellow writers. Some artists take their black book with them to writers benches and events to get people to draw in them and to
show off their skills. The above piece was done by The Villainous Animator: FALKO.
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What is KELP.cl?
In essence, KELP.cl is an abbreviation of: culture wall. This site brings you exclusive urban culture reflected on walls around the world, like the collaborative
piece above by KELP, Stik and Blok in Chile. Strictly speaking, it's the site that shows how successfully graffiti and design can merge.
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by Zenaida Martin

I came across this quote once (stated above), and instead of feeling floored, angry and furious, I was
relieved that someone else of my gender saw this and had the balls to say it. I couldn't…
The cowardice we as women know about goes unspoken. The cowardice we as women know is
about not having the courage of our convictions. Not upholding our 'yes'-ez and 'no'-z. Easily sacrificing
ourselves. Postponing and deferring our dreams and using our femininity (including motherhood)
as an excuse for other women and men to abuse. I dare anyone to challenge this and say that being
a doormat is noble!
Women are cowards when it comes to the deconstructive (doing damage to prove a point/ending nonbeneficial situations). We all know women are not cowards when it comes to the fundamental and
nurturing (typically girls are always the ones to take responsibility… or- accept the role of homemaker
& single-parent). The examples I choose to illustrate may seem superficial at first-glance. However it's
also the little things that prevent us changing and transcending to the grand or into the 'Decisive women
of Africa' we strive to be.
Turning away from ourselves as the most important people in our own lives (in Oprah terms: ''even
more important than our children''), forgetting that people only treat us the way they see us treat
ourselves… in so doing we propagate the suppression and oppression of women. Many revolutionary
books have been written about this; so I won't go down that Necessary path. (Women, Culture &
Politics: Angela Davis)
In being able to relate to and acknowledge the cowardice – I had to confront my inner-coward. She is
haughty, morose and will call vengeance and act in 'asprisgheid' when you least expect it. Leave you
hanging after reaching her personal jump-off point; in whatever situation.

Coward-Candice (her universal name) also shows up as the friend who will choose 'some man'
above your friendship even though she knows he ain't worthy. She shows up as the woman who
is the doormat at home and work. The one who unexpectedly commits suicide (leaving no note),
even though in my personal view this a really brave act, that society frowns upon and judges
(irreverent of the mitigating circumstances).

“...acts ‘white’ or ‘too black’ and believes
hair-relaxer is a part of her culture…”
She shows up as the Aunty who has obeyed the uncle since the 70'z and has never once told him that
he is boring – yet we all know that if she wasn't obligated to the kids, she'd be someone else's Aunty…
Coward-Candice is also the 20-something year-old who doesn't have an abortion because she is
scared of what people would say (the very same people who won't be there to support her). She stays
in physically and emotionally abusive relationships. Coward-Candice acts 'white' or 'too black' and
believes hair-relaxer is a part of her culture… She denies her ancestors (julle wiet' mos…)
Coward-Candice is also the best friend we all have.
To our internal skeptic, the realities I sketch seem like a never-ending story. While women constitute
53% of the world population… it is. 'Women are cowards' is a provocation to ignite women to
raise the stakes and strengthen their spines and tell their internal cowards to take-a-hike!
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PHOTOGRAPHY

barrier: (noun) a fence or other obstacle that prevents movement or access – Photo by Big Dré
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Photo by Big Dré
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Photo by Big Dré
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VERSE

I’m very fond of using imagery in my written work and thus painting pictures
that I hope would pleasurably stir the spiritual eye who [searches] through it.
This verse is no different.

I'm inspired a great deal by just looking
at my seed/offspring. Whether it is my
actual two daughters or what I produce
in other areas of life, like art. I believe
[that] through my art I see why I am.

Well I don't think my style seems
fitting at first but if you dare to
engage my thoughts you'll see it
fits perfectly. I used 'orphan' here
as a metaphor for 'isolation' and
that I learn more on my solo walk
with God than being surrounded
by the opinions of many.

Sometimes being spiritual, causes cats
to just categorize one as religious or
'to be avoided'. I always have a line
in my rhymes about that. If you would
just take the time and listen to what
I'm saying it can be powerful.
Just get connected!

Connect
"God signed the order with a lightning pen that shone
through the eyes of my daughters, windmills catch His breath and
pile up the water, Me and the Rhymin Author sprinkle it on your lips if
there’s vile in your goblet, let your lines dip five times in the Nile before you
record it. I got a style that is awkward with concepts that swim in the mind of an
orphan. I’ve got melody inside of me, my lungs is designed as an organ, No hindrance
Only his fingerprints on the ebonies and ivories, In this legacy of rivalry none can touch
me, I spray disinfectants in the direction of what bugs me when I spit on ‘em, and
then like gay men with a sex drive they Hit bottom. So quit commin, ‘m bombin with
a violent rage, Get outta my milky way this is my private space where silence reigns.
The stupid think I’m involved with sorcery and cats coz my mind got its own
moons that’s orbiting around my head pumpin revelation with a energy
field that can feed a continent’s PowerStation. So if you got
a knack for Sacrilegious My tracks is nets that
says get connected with us."

Here I want to show that I 'Know' where
[the] solution (water) is to be found.
And that there is life in it. The actual life,
the abundant life. And that my partner
(Rhyme Author) and I will use that as
a source to cleanse you. The Nile
metaphor is borrowed from a biblical
narrative, but applied here especially
to emcees who feel [that] they need
to use profanity to make their point.

This part of the verse is one of my
favourites. The word 'organ' has a
double meaning. Used as a reference
to the musical instrument as well
as to convey that music lives within
me and that I am an instrument
played by the hand of God.

Well there is always a bit of claiming
respect. Face it, Hip-hop is a war,
but it should remain a war [fought]
with words LOL. Here again it's
a play on words, adding a bit of
humour too. Sometimes 'clowning'
potential opponents in battle is
more satisfying than simply
[rhyming about] blood, guts and
gore. What I want to say though is
that I never waste a single sentence.
I don't use words simply because
they rhyme with each other. I am
saying something in every line.

Verse by Simon Witbooi: ‘Connect’ from the Woester Standard Mixtape
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DUSTY FINGERZ

All samples cleared

I think it's very cool how someone you don't even know of has had an
influence on you through your favourite artists. But this ain't no snitchin'
section. That's right Primo we're not trying to violate... You'll still have to
put in the work to find the exact samples used.

Pete Rock – Strange fruit
Okay here's a name you should know. What
I like to do is check how much the beatmaker
stole... I mean borrowed from the original.
Did he apply the chop and then re-arrange things?

Ras Kass – Soul on ice (rmx)
Title track from his classic underground
album gets the remix treatment. This one
was redone by Diamond D, so I guess the
producer is the one who was more under
the influence. But hey Rassy approved the
beat and later on even worked on a track
with David Axelrod himself!
Common – Resurrection (rmx)
Chi-Town's famous export. When his not 'acting' in movies he
finds the time to spit some raps over beats influenced by David.
Large Professor cooked this one in the lab.

David
Axelrod

Black Rob – Lookin at us
Well what do you know?
A Bad Boy release featuring
the music of Axelrod. Says
production credits go to
D Dot & Nashiem Myrick.
D. Axelrod is credited with
song writing, they didn’t
even try to hide the sample
use... Some have enough
money pay, I guess.

More dusty than digital
In this section we checkout an older artist who inspired many of today’s
artists. The featured musician for our first installment is David Axelrod.
the former two being based on the poetry of 18th
David Axelrod
century poet/radical/visionary William Blake (he was
Largely self-taught in classical music, David Axelrod
a deep soul, you know). They sound like some funky
is best known for his production work with Lou
symphonic soundtrack music with butter breakbeats
Rawls and Cannonball Adderley (both old geezers
galore (which makes me wonder why he never did
ya know); the latter who asked specifically for
any soundtracks other than Cannonball... that
his services. Mr. Axelrod earned one Grammy
I know of). David Axelrod is known for his
along with five nominations, and has seven
great, and sometimes sparse production,
gold records, yet he still remains relatively
“Axelrod
having a tendency to open up the music,
unknown.
was and is
a genius, not
break it down in parts (nice for sampling,
Why are beatheads interested in him?
to
mention
a
if
you're into that sort of thing). But more
Well, first of all Axe was fond of drums,
visionary.”
importantly, Axelrod was/is an incredible
plain and simple. From classic, live-room
composer, fond of big horn and string stabs,
breakbeats (see 'Songs of Innocence' and
in
a
style that is no doubt recognizably his own.
'Tensity') to the slicker, studio beats (see 'Seriously
Axelrod was and is a genius, not to mention a visionary.
Deep' and 'Gene Ammons'), drums were usually
To gain an overall perspective of his musical history,
more-than-an-integral part of his compositions.
you cannot understand, nor appreciate the beauty of
Unfortunately, his own albums are fairly pricey and
his music without listening to some of his solo albums
hard to come by, especially the first few, 'Songs of
in their entirety.
Innocence', 'Songs of Experience', and 'Earthrot',

Ghostface Killah – Stay true from
Supreme Clientele
No one is immune. It seems even members
of the Wu-Tang Clan have borrowed some.
This was produced by Inspektah Deck not
the RZA.

Mos Def – Hip hop
Veteran Hip-hop producer Diamond D has
helped out with several of rap music's
most acclaimed LPs, including A Tribe
Called Quest's 'The Low End Theory' and
the Fugees', 'The Score'. Diamond clocks
in for a 2nd time on this list, it would
seem that he checked for Axelrod's
material. A favourite track of mine from
The Mighty Mos's 'Black on both sides'.
One of my favourites.

Lauryn Hill – Every ghetto, every city
Okay I would never have pegged Lauryn
to borrow anything from this weird older
gentleman. Just goes to show. The influence
runs deep. Although Lauryn had a slew of
known beatmakers she actually produced
this one herself... hey she knows beats too!

DJ Krush – Duality
The King of downtempo stoner grooves
catches the Axelrod bug. I remember
another joint he did with Mos Def...its
called 'Shinjiro'. Krush is a crate digging
monster who has built a career out of
using tasteful samples.

Mix Master Mike
(Beastie Boys) –
Black level clearance
Mike is never one to
overlook good music
and he's had so many
mixtapes over the years
to showcase his great
collection of vinyls.
I reckon this would be
one of a thousand
influences of the The
Serial Wax Killing
Turntable Manipulator!

Chino XL – Ghetto vampire
Perfect...an older leftfield artist inspires
an equally leftfield emcee. Chino's 'Here
to save you all' album was loved as
much for his funny punchlines as for his
assassination of your favourite icons,
most notably, D'Angelo, Mr Simpson (no
not Homer), Mr Shakur and the like. Little
known producer B Wiz put this one
together! On a side note-Hughe Masekela
was also sampled on a track called 'Rise'.

Lootpack – New years resolution
'Soundpieces' was my first listen to what Madlib the Badkid could do.
He went on to show his love of sampling on 'loopdigger' and 'return
of the loop digger'. Later on he would replay and interpret his musical
influences on 'Shades of blue' and Yesterdays New Quintet releases.

Beatnuts – Hit me with that
The Beatnuts are something serious in the
foundation of that golden era 90's music
I love to bump. This is one of my favourite
joints from the nuts 'Street level' album.
Jazzy flavours (horns & vibes sample),
crisp snares and heavy kicks. They were
very underrated, dope producers and
knew how to have fun with this Hip-hop
thang. Ah those were the days.

Eminem – Anyman
Okay so this isn't one of Em's more
commercial outings, but a memorable
track from his Rawkus era. Anyone
else remember Soundbombing 2? The
Beatminerz are known to dig for samples
so they definitely no strangers to the list.
They gave Em a good beat to spit on,
classic Eminem.
(All images are copyrighted by their
respective copyright owners)
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2009 RETROSPECTIVE

3S.O.M.E.
Uno and Macho
Mingus and Metabolism

Perspektif mic checkin

Kool Out
Live
Driemanskap bring the heat

Jean Pierre and the All Elements Band

Madfingaz
on a DJ mission

True Skool B-boy Ramone

Crumpers having fun

Members of the band get open

He's about to
drop da bomb!

Urban Street07/09
Convention

Arsenic, Azhul, Eazy and Monisha
watch a performance
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Big Dré
on the wheels
Facilitators of the open forum
DJ E20
Terror MC & Bowie

Hip Hop
Museum

The ladies are
in the house!

Double K

P.U.T.S.

Eazy, Eavesdrop & Mingus get their network on

The Cutt (centre) is still #1

Big Dré & Double K
People Under the Stairs
The crowd is feeling it

Thes One is on
the beatbox!

DJ Codax in deep concentration

DMC
SA Finals

Thes One, Jimmy Flex
& Mingus jam session
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ANIMATION

Animation in general, has been branded as kids
stuff. Growing up, we all watched our favourite TV
cartoons religiously. Gummie Bears, Saber Rider,
Bravestar, He-Man, Thundercats and Voltron are a
few that entertained us to no end. On the big screen
however, there hasn't been too much love or support
for classic cell animation. For a long time there
seemed to be no competition for a certain company.
Disney has this formula where their key market is
the kids. They craft their stories to appeal to kids
first and then add some adult humour, so that the
parents who take their kids to the movies, are also
entertained. The assumption is that adults without
kids don't go to animated films. Couple that with
parents who will only take their kids to see a
Disney-style animated film, and you will find no
market for more sophisticated animation. Shrek was
a step in the right direction, but it also had a strong
kids-interest base.
Some foreign countries, for instance France and
Israel, are much more accepting of sophisticated
animation films. Examples of this are 'The triplets
of Belleville' and the Israeli-German-French
coproduction, 'Waltz with Bashir'. 'Triplets...' is a more

arty kind of movie, nominated for 2 Academy awards,
one of them being best animated feature film. 'Waltz
with Bashir', certainly is for a mature audience
containing strong violence and a scene of graphic
sexual content. This combination of flash, classic and
3-D animation is a serious look at war time atrocities.
Hopefully more people will catch onto some of the
amazing and beautiful stories that are being told
with this medium. (e.g. The cult classic, Akira, Princess
Mononoke, Kaena, Ninja Scroll and the list goes on).
So what's your opinion on anime styled movies?
CGI has opened doors for a few independent
companies to do their thing but they lack the
marketing bucks to really make an impact on a major
scale. Final Fantasy was a financial disaster, most
reviews criticized both the computer generated
look and the downbeat story for giving it a 'cold,
depressing, atmosphere', but both the Terminator
and Matrix movies, had depressing stories, yet were
megahits. Anime theatrical movies that look like
traditional cell animation, from Disney's 'Spirited
away' to 'Ghost in the shell' and 'Cowboy Beebopthe movie', have only been given limited theatrical
releases or in the case of South Africa, not at all!
So CGI heavy movies that the public thinks of as

'live action', like 'Avatar', 'The Matrix', 'Transformers'
and 'District 9', have a chance of theatrical success,
and movies that are non-live, like 'Final Fantasy'
and all other 'cartoons' will be pigeonholed as 'non
major' movies.
Personally I'm glad that Japanese comics and
animation are opening people's minds to subjects
and stories that US titles don't address.
2009 was a great year for the
advancement of animation
with full length 3D movies
like 'UP', and the event
of James Cameron's,
'Avatar'. We also have
the sc-fi fantasy that
is 'Tron Legacy'
waiting in the
wings, so 2010
is looking to
be an even
better year
for this art
form.
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MOVIE REVIEWS

We review blockbuster Avatar as well as four additional movies
currently on circuit
Avatar
Starring: Sam Worthington, Zoe Saldana,

Top 10 movies
for weekend
12 – 14 Feb 2010:

in love with a young Na'vi woman, Neytiri,
whose beauty is matched by her ferocity
in battle.
As Jake slides deeper into becoming one
of her clan, he finds himself caught between
the military-industrial forces of Earth, and
the Na'vi – forcing him to choose sides in
an epic battle that will decide the fate of an
entire world.
Conceived 14 years ago and over four
years in the making, 'Avatar' breaks new ground
in delivering a fully immersive, emotional story
and reinvents the movie going experience.

©Ster-Kinekor Distribution

existence is threatened – and their warrior
abilities are unleashed.
Jake has unwittingly been recruited to become
part of this encroachment. Since humans are
unable to breathe the air on Pandora, they
have created genetically-bred human-Na'vi
hybrids known as Avatars. The Avatars are
living, breathing bodies in the real world,
controlled by a human driver through a
technology that links the driver's mind to
the Avatar body.
On Pandora, through his Avatar body, Jake
can be whole once again. Moreover, he falls

©Ster-Kinekor Distribution

©Ster-Kinekor Distribution

©Ster-Kinekor Distribution

Sigourney Weaver, Wes Studi, C.C.H. Pounder
Directed by: James Cameron
Genres: Drama Action Adventure Thriller
Sci-Fi
In the epic action adventure fantasy 'Avatar',
James Cameron, the director of 'Titanic', takes
us to a spectacular new world beyond our
imagination. On the distant moon Pandora,
a reluctant hero embarks on a journey of
redemption, discovery and unexpected
love - as he leads a heroic battle to save
a civilization.
The story's protagonist, Jake Sully, is an exmarine who was wounded and paralyzed
from the waist down in combat on Earth.
In order to participate in the Avatar program,
which will give him a healthy body, Jake
agrees to travel to Pandora, a lush rainforest
environment filled with incredible life forms
– some beautiful, many terrifying. Pandora
is also the home to the Na'vi, a humanoid
race that lives at what we consider to be a
primate level, but they are actually
much more evolved than humans. Ten feet
tall and blue skinned, the Na'vi live
harmoniously within their unspoiled world.
But as humans encroach on Pandora in
search of valuable minerals, the Na'vi's very

2012

The Princess and the frog

Did you hear about the Morgans?

The Rebound

Cast: John Cusack, Amanda Peet,
Woody Harrelson, Danny Glover, Oliver Platt,
Thandie Newton, Chiwetel Ejiofor
Director: Roland Emmerich
Producer: Larry J. Franco, Harald Kloser
Age Restriction:13MA Release Date: Dec 2009
Centuries ago, the Maya left us their calendar, with a clear
end date and all that it implies. Since then, astrologists
have discovered it, numerologists have found patterns that
predict it, geologists say the earth is overdue for it, and even
government scientists cannot deny the cataclysm of epic
proportions that awaits the earth in 2012. A prophecy that
began with the Maya has now been well-chronicled, discussed,
taken apart and examined. By 2012, we'll know we were
warned. I found John Cusack less engaging than the sheer
scale of destruction, the spectacle of seeing whole cities
destroyed from the safety of my seat, was fascinating.

Genre: Animation, Family, Musical
Age Restriction: 10MA
Release Date: Fri 29 Jan 2010
Voices of: Anika Rose, Keith David, Oprah Winfrey,
Jenifer Lewis, John Goodman
Walt Disney Animation Studios presents the musical
'The Princess and the frog', an animated comedy set in
the great city of New Orleans. From the creators of 'The
Little Mermaid' and 'Aladdin' comes a modern twist on
a classic tale, featuring a beautiful girl named Tiana (Anika
Noni Rose), a frog prince who desperately wants to be
human again, and a fateful kiss that leads them both on
a hilarious adventure through the mystical bayous of
Louisiana. 'The Princess and the frog' marks the return
to hand-drawn animation from the revered team of John
Musker and Ron Clements, with music by Oscar-winning
composer Randy Newman.

Cast: Hugh Grant, Sarah Jessica Parker,
Sam Elliott, Mary Steenburgen, Elisabeth Moss,
Michael Kelly, Wilford Brimley
Director: Marc Lawrence
Genre: Comedy
Release Date: Fri 22 Jan 2010 Age Restriction: VPG
The comedy 'Did You Hear About the Morgans?' follows a
highly successful Manhattan couple, Meryl and Paul Morgan
(Sarah Jessica Parker and Hugh Grant), whose almost-perfect
lives have only one notable failure – their dissolving marriage.
But the turmoil of their romantic lives is nothing compared
to what they are about to experience: they witness a murder
and become targets of a contract killer. The Feds, protecting
their witnesses, whisk away the Morgans from their beloved
New York to a tiny town in Wyoming, and a relationship
that was on the rocks threatens to end completely in
the Rockys... unless, in their new BlackBerry-free lives, the
Morgans can slow down the pace and rekindle the passion.

Director: Bart Freundlich
Genre: Comedy, Romance
Age Restriction: 13LSD
Release Date: 01Jan 2010
The film stars the Academy Award-winning actress
Catherine Zeta-Jones (Traffic, Chicago) as Sandy and
Justin Bartha (Failure To Launch) as Aram. Newcomers
Kelly Gould (Sadie) and Andrew Cherry (Frank Jr.) co-star
as Sandy's kids. Lynn Whitfield (Madea’s Family Reunion),
Kate Jennings Grant (Frost Nixon), Art Garfunkel (Catch 22),
Sam Robards (Gossip Girl) and Joanna Gleeson
(Boogie Nights) round out the supporting cast.
Sandy's a beautiful, sexy mother of two, who's just turned
forty. Living in the neat suburb of Sleepy Hollow, she's
mastered the art of multi-tasking; baking pies, cutting
sandwiches, dropping her kids at school, taking care of her

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

VALENTINE'S DAY
AVATAR (incl 3D)
WOLFMAN
PRINCESS & THE FROG
SPY NEXT DOOR
MY NAME IS KHAN
DID YOU HEAR ABOUT
THE MORGANS?
8. UP IN THE AIR
9. SHERLOCK HOLMES
10. COUPLES RETREAT
The Top 10 title on circuit with
highest life to date box office
is AVATAR with R49 242 747.

fantasy sport's league. What appears to be a picture perfect
world is shattered the morning she discovers her husband
cheating on her. Immediately she packs up her two kids and
moves to New York City to find a job and start a new life.
There, she meets Aram Finkelstein, a sweet twenty four yearold college graduate who's clearly at a low point in his life.
He just found out his French wife of two weeks duped him
into marrying her for a green card. A romantic and optimist
and now a recent divorcee, he's struggling to keep his faith
in the world.
Aram works two jobs in a Women's Center and as a Barista
in the coffee shop below the apartment Sandy's renting.
They strike up an easy friendship. When Sandy gets hired at
a New York sports network, she asks Aram to babysit her
kids. He takes her up on the offer. After all, he has no career,
few friends and spends too much time hanging out with his
overly concerned parents.
At work, Sandy's career blossoms and she's offered a
promotion. Her best friend encourages her to start dating
again but after one disastrous night she firmly believes
her dating days are over. Meanwhile Aram becomes an
increasingly bigger part of their lives. He's fun to be with
and her kids love him. Very quickly a makeshift family
forms and even though there's a list of reasons they
shouldn't be together, they fall in love. Sandy and Aram
meet with resistance to their new relationship from friends
and family alike and they both have to figure out if
what they have found is something that is just fun for now
or if it could last forever.
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MUSIC REVIEWS

I know, it's 2010, we're recovering from a recession and every artist is after your hard earned cash.

What's worse is, these days albums aren't that great but on the rare occasion you could stumble onto valuable treasure, (an album with more than 5 good trax). Purist DJs
and salty record companies beware: mp3s are here to stay, so get smart or get left. Here are recommendations on some oldies and recent releases.

Jay Z The Blueprint 3
Genre:
Rap/ Hip-hop
Production: No ID, Kanye West, Timbaland, Pharell Williams, Swizz Beats
The album is capped off with the track 'What We talkin' about', a sure shot anthem for Hov who
sounds rejuvenated and so fluid in the booth.
You can immediately tell that J is on his A-game. Now at a ripe age, the esteemed, Mr. Carter
makes the art of MC-ing look easy. On 'Thank you' he continues to display a savvy and way with
words that very few rappers (mainstream or independent) have access to. It's not only his
undeniable swagger that shines but also the wit he employs to swat down his haters.
The third joint on here is also a gem, 'DOA'. The only misstep is the nasty singing on the hook...
J can't sing but we forgive him, he wasn't being serious. Rhianna's on the next one and
I really wish she wasn't. Well for the purpose of this review I had to listen to the verses though
and they too nice so 'Run this town' gets that all important pass for radio spins and also won
a Grammy award (go figure). Kanye pops in for the obligatory arrogant verse.
'Real as it gets' had potential to be nicer but suffers from having Jeezy on it and unfortunately
he gots the first verse...unreal! 'Off that' featuring newcomer Drake, sounds like the makings of
a club hit. It's clear Jiggaman plays the correct strategy to maintain that all important spotlight.
'Venus vs Mars' is a song that probably won't be appreciated for the work put into it. Doesn't
matter though it's one of the more clever mainstream tracks I've heard in awhile, due to the
multi-layered meanings of his words. The next highlight for me, is the magnum opus 'Already
home', where everything just falls into place, the beat, flow, lyrics, and wonder boy Kid Cudi's
flavor hook finishes things off nicely. There's plenty of featured artists on Blueprint 3 but none
of them steal Hova's shine. One other favourite is 'Ambitious' a track that got Pharell on it. The
Neptune producer does only the absolute necessary vocal work and I'm shocked at his restraint
(a miracle). Does the album live up to all the hoopla? Most definitely!

DJ Mitsu The Beats A Word To The Wise

Sy Smith The Syberspace Social

Izzi Dunn The Big Picture

Nat King Cole Re: Generations

Genre: Jazzy Hip-hop
Production: DJ Mitsu The Beats
Mitsu's made a name for himself with a pretty
consistent level of music on all previous releases.
On this new CD Mitsu enlists a whose who of
true school emcees and still it only manages to
be hit and miss affair.
Some of the MCs just don't bring the heat. My
favourites are 'Playin wit crime', 'Hard candy', 'The
game changer', and the instrumental joints are
on point. Less than spectacular but enjoyable all
the same.

Format: CD
Genre: Future Soul
We continue to unearth the raw and uncut heat
from the back alleys and sub walkways that don't
seem to garner the attention of mass media.
Here we find high caliber vocalists like Sy Smith
and her beautifully lush creation 'Syberspace
social'. What I enjoy about this release, is that
Sy can sound so familiar at times, while taking
those artistic leaps and exploring new territory.
She's got good control of her pipes, meaning that
you don't only hear one vibe all the way through
the album. On 'runnin' she sings at almost a
whisper, sounding similar to Brandy or Tweet but
somehow manages to retain her unique sound
and feel. All in all this isn't a totally new concept
but an update and repackaging of quality music
and vocal elements. It sounds good enough on
the ear to draw you in and make you want to
know what Sy is all about. Search the internet for
a few of her other releases.

Genre: Female Vocals
The musical universe that cellist, singer and song
writer, Izzi Dunn inhabits, is strictly unlimited.
Punctuated by the fact that her time is now, Izzi
grabs her cello and treads into an effortless territory
where Hip-hop beats meet elaborate string
arrangements and songwriting to produce a journey
of aspirations and hope. Her record is a life of inner
visions on wax.
But don't come to this party expecting only soulbaring. Izzi asks big questions about our everyday
lives and like any other self-assured musician never claims to have all the answers. Growing up
in a 'serious musical family' (meaning that her
mother was a classically trained opera singer and
her father an old fashioned entertainer) allowed
Izzi to take to the cello aged 9. Years of band play,
sessions and concerts opened the doors for Izzi
to play with some of the most talented musicians
to come out of British music, period. Features on
here include Mr. Manuva (from Roots Manuva),
MCD (from Silent Eclipse) and the very talented
but equally scarce, Me One. It’s not auto-tune
rap, so what? Support good independent
product no matter what the genre.

Genre: Jazz
Features: Cee-Lo, Nas, The Roots, Amp Fiddler
and more...
Production: Cut Chemist, Will-I-Am, Salaam Remi
etc.
Most fans out there, this one included, are too
young to know the music of Nat, except for
'Unforgettable'.
Unfortunately he died before he could pull
off that ill collabo with T-Pain or Lil Wayne.
'Re: Generations', is similar to other remix
albums like the Verve Remixed series, and here
some of today's artists re-interpreted Nat King
Cole's songs.
This compilation goes a bit deeper into Nat's
catalog, selecting lesser known works. Many of
the usual suspects that are found on these kind
of albums appear alongside new faces. Cee-Lo
Green of Gnarls Barley fame, cooks up a mostly
instrumental version of 'Lush life', based around
a Nat vocal sample - and sounds a awful lot like
a Danger Mouse production. Will.I.Am teams
up with Natalie Cole for 'Straighten up and fly
right'. The end product is very sultry sounding
and thankfully a far cry from the BEP's 'boom
boom pow!' The Roots also pop up on 'Walking
my baby back home', in a two part version, first
with Nats original vocal followed by a darker
interpretation from Black Thought, easily my
favourite. Also perfectly executed is the Cut
Chemist remix of 'Day in, day out', working with
some of the best original sample material he
ever got.
Not every remix is pulled off however. Just
Blaze's take on 'Pick up' is at first cool with its
Premier-esque sounding beat. Unfortunately he
then has these women come in and totally
destroy it with their back talk. It comes off so
disrespectful and in my opinion should not have
been included. The other mistake is in the artist
selection. Surely they could have chosen artists
that have at least something close to the talent
that Nat has in their respective genres. I enjoyed
Amp Fiddlers take on 'Anytime any day anywhere'
but missed producers like Jazzanova or Bugz
in The Attic who hardly ever disappoint on
these projects.

Marsha Ambrosius Yours Truly
Genre: R&B
Features: Little Brother, Busta Rhymes
and The Game
Production: Focus
Let's not beat about the bush, she's got a powerful
voice and the confidence of a recording industry
veteran definitely shows in her work. 'Yours truly'
was an instant favourite with the opening track
'Sunshine' featuring Little Brother, making me
turn it up some. Can't help but think of Jill Scott
when I listen to this album.
She's got plenty on here to show us that she can
carry the album on her own. I'm surprised that
there are tracks featuring Busta Rhymes and The
Game since both got dropped from Aftermath
some time ago. So this could be the material
Marsha's been working on while she waits on an
official release.
There aren't any forgettable songs but these are
my favourites; 'Forget About You', 'Impossible',
'Cloud 9', 'I Lost You'. 'Some Type Of Way' is an
interlude that made me sit up and take notice,
it's only music accompaniment is a piano the
rest is lead vocals and very inspiring harmonies!
Clearly she isn't afraid of trying different styles,
with the more modern sounding 'Get you right'
and it's remix which sounds like the usual
suspects for a single.
'Truly yours' is nearly flawless and can be listened
to over and over again, the casual listener will
gravitate towards the club track.

Silence The Woester standard

Miles Remixed Apple Juice Kid
Genre: Nu Jazz
Producer: Apple Juice Kid
A producer from North Carolina named the Apple
Juice Kid remixed the music of Jazz legend, Miles
Davis and combined it with a Hip-hop feel.
It takes huge brass balls to mess with the music
of a master jazz musician, let alone wanting to
tinker with Miles Davis classic catalog of songs.
Quite obviously when producing these kind of
projects your release is going to be scrutinized
and broken down to bits. The Apple Juice Kid
takes inspiration from the grand master and
weaves his own personality into the music with
these interpretations of Miles tracks (sort
of like Malib did with the Blue Note catalog on
Shades of Blue). In my humble opinion (the only
one that counts) he's created a product he can
be more than happy with. An enjoyable bouncy
and uplifting piece to be sure. This one's for the
beat heads.

Format: Free download
Country: RSA
Genre: Hip-hop
Here's a nice little find from our shores and it
proves quite well, why we should no longer
believe that Cape Town runs tings in the hip-hop
scene. Although it's still a bit rough as a finished
product, I dare anyone to say that it doesn't meet
acceptable standards.
The project employs the independent mode of
making music, i.e. on your own terms. The MCs
are more than competent in both English and
Afrikaans with signs of technical writing proficiency.
The beats are raw and unpolished, a pleasure to
listen to cause they not trying to copy any known
producers like Premier or Pete Rock. One of the
biggest problems for me right now is that everyone
is a rapper and no one is a fan of the music
anymore. Download this, copy it to your iPod
playlist and be a fan again!

Submit your mixtape/CD/project for review. Email us on wordup.ezine@gmail.com for more info.
Are you a musician, rapper, singer, producer, DJ, promoter or publicist? Do you feel you have something that Word
Up would appreciate?
If so, make sure you add us to your mailing lists and break us off with your latest tracks. PLEASE do not attach mp3's
to emails, they will be deleted. If you are sending mp3's we ask that you provide links to download them.
Not everything will make it into Word Up Ezine because we're some picky peoples, that is, unless we're in that
clownin' mood. Keep 'em coming and we'll keep you entertained.
Reviews are the opinion of the reviewer and not that of Word Up Productions.
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IN THE MIX

Upcoming events:
LAN, The Pinkertons,
Christiaan Slabber
What: Concert
Start time: Friday, February 19 at 8:30 pm
End time: Saturday, February 20 at 2:30 am
Where: Zula Sound Bar

The BLK JKS - LIVE IN CAPE
TOWN @ The Purple Turtle!
"They're back for a One Night Only Spectacular!
Supported by She Man Lion!"
Start time: Saturday, February 20 at 8:00 pm
End time: Sunday, February 21 at 4:00 am
Where: The Purple Turtle, Long Street

Spindle Crew Presents "Up
Jump The Boogie"
"Hip-Hop, Funk, Dubstep, Breaks , Mash Ups"
What: Club Party
Start time: Saturday, February 20 at 8:00 pm
End time: Sunday, February 21 at 3:00 am
Where: Voodoo Lounge

Verses Slam Championship
"Do you have what it takes?"
What: Performance
Start time: Wednesday, February 24 at 9:00 pm
End time: Thursday, February 25 at 1:00 am
Where: Zula Bar

RAMFEST
An experience with a collective of like-minded
music and fun lovers. Join the hordes for a mind
blowing adventure into RAMfest 1V
4-6 March, Worcester
Tickets: [3 days]
3 day pass: R350 @ Outlets, R400 @ Door
2 day pass: R350 @ Outlets, R350 @ Door
1 day pass: R100 @ Door only

On the
Download:
Design Indaba 2010
Conference
Running from 24 February to 26 February
is sold out – for the sixth year in a row.
The simulcast is now open to all. Book for
the Young Designers Simulcast Students
and young designers are again invited to the
Young Designers Simulcast at a discounted
price. Book at Computicket.

6 March Emmarentia Dam
Tickets: [1 day]
Presales: R100
At the gate: R150

Kelly Clarkson "All I ever
wanted" SA Tour
Pop superstar Kelly Clarkson is bringing her
tour to SA with three performances. Kelly
has sold more than 20 million albums and her
current album "All I ever wanted" features 'My
life would suck without you' - her first #1 single
in the UK
Event: SA Tour
What: "All I ever wanted" Tour
When: 12 March, Coca-Cola Dome, JHB
14 March, ICC Durban Areba, DBN
17 March, Grand West Casino, CPT
Tickets: R221 - R399
www.bigconcerts.co.za

Design Indaba Expo 2010
Open to the public from Friday 26 February
to Sunday 28 February 2010 at the Cape Town
International Convention Centre.
Opening and closing hours
26 February 2010 from 10:00 – 20:00
27 February 2010 from 10:00 – 20:00
28 February 2010 from 10:00 – 18:00
Admission costs
Adults – R50
Students – R30
Pensioners – R30
Scholars in uniform – R20
Children under 12 – R20

Jinesis - I'll Be (2010)
http://jinesis.bandcamp.com/
"this instrumental project is free to the listener.
You're welcome."
More info on http://www.myspace.com/jinesispro
Spindle Crew.
Glitch Mix (Jan '10) ... "MADE IN GREAT BRITAIN!"
Free Download Mixtape Series mixed by Dj Rasp
(DMC UK Supremacy Champ & IDA UK Champ)
& Dj Calculus (Spindle Crew);
http://www.facebook.com/l/3be68;www.divsha
re.com/download/10338589-4ed
Arsenic - The First Toke EP [Buy it at the link]
http://www.rhythmrecords.co.za/music/1364/A
rsenic/The-First-Toke
Arsenic - Hidden Formulas Free mixtape
[download now]
http://www.4shared.com/file/188693088/2c6a
cd39/Arsenic_-_Hidden_Formulas_vol2.html

If you'd like us to promote your gig, album
release or any other event, please e-mail the
relevant info to: wordup.ezine@gmail.com
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